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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we use information retrieval (IR) techniques to im-
prove a speech recognition (ASR) system. The potential benefits
include improved speed, accuracy, and scalability. Where conven-
tional HMM-based speech recognition systems decode words di-
rectly, our IR-based system first decodes subword units. These are
then mapped to a target word by the IR system. In this decoupled
system, the IR serves as a lightweight, data-driven pronunciation
model. Our proposed method is evaluated in the Windows Live
Search for Mobile (WLS4M) task, and our best system has 12%
fewer errors than a comparable HMM classifier. We show that even
using an inexpensive IR weighting scheme (TF-IDF) yields a 3%
relative error rate reduction while maintaining all of the advantages
of the IR approach.

Index Terms – Speech Recognition, Information Retrieval, Direct
Modeling, Vector Space Model, Language Model.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hidden Markov models (HMM) have been used in automatic speech
recognition (ASR) for the last 40 years. Although they are pow-
erful modeling tools, HMMs have sequencing constraints associ-
ated with difficulties in modeling of and non-robustness to accented
speech or background noise. Recently, there has been growing inter-
est in direct modeling for speech recognition, directly maping acous-
tic features to word sequences. Some examples of direct model-
ing in speech recognition include maximum-entropy Markov models
(MEMMs) [1], conditional random fields (CRFs) [2] and flat direct
models [3].

The method proposed in this paper is inspired by the success of
information retrieval for flexible language modeling in voice search
applications [4], and falls into the category of direct model based
ASR. In [4], information retrieval (IR) techniques are used to map
from words to business listings. Here, we consider the acoustic units
themselves as “terms” and the business listings as “documents,” and
use an IR system to map directly from acoustic units to the desired
listings.

A similar idea of combining IR and ASR has been recently pro-
posed as vFORMS in [5]. The vFORMS system requires two passes
of ASR. The first pass uses lightweight recognition of sub-word units
together with an IR engine to prune the search space into a short list
of possible words. A second pass of word-based ASR, constrained
to this short list of possibilities, can then easily find the best hypoth-
esis. Instead of using two passes scheme, we propose a method only
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Figure 1. A block diagram of the proposed method.

requires one pass that directly map the sequence of recognized sub-
word units to the final hypothesis.

There are many possible choices of acoustic unit such as acous-
tic features based on phonetic lattices [6] and sub-word units pro-
duced by phonetic recognition systems [7]. In this paper, we choose
n-gram features extracted from phonetic recogntion, multiphone recog-
nition and word recognition (described in section 2.1 and 2.2).

The advantage of using IR in mapping from acoustic units to
listings is that it provides a more flexible pronunciation model. In
modern ASR systems the dictionary is usually not trained. If the
speaker has an accent, or talks casually, or if there is an abundance
of background noise, there will be a mismatch between the expected
pronunciation from the dictionary and the realized pronunciation of
the utterance. Given enough training data, the IR system can replace
a small number of canonical pronunciations with a learned, discrim-
inative distribution over sub-word units for each listing.

PHARMACY (canonical pronunciation) F AA R M AX S IY
PHARMACY (training pronunciation 1) F AO R M AX S IY
PHARMACY (training pronunciation 2) F AY R IH S IY
PHARMACY (training pronunciation 3) F AY R N AX S IY

Table 1. Document combining canonical and training pronuncia-
tions.

Another advantage of using IR in ASR is that the vector space
model used in IR has no sequencing constraints, which could lead to
a system more robust to disfluencies and noise. Due to the discrimi-
native nature exists of the IR engine, it should be possible to recog-
nize a word by emphasizing a well pronounced discriminative core
and de-emphasizing any noisy extremities. In the case of PHAR-
MACY (Table 1), the first syllable may be more stable than the other
two.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The details
of the proposed method are summarized in section 2. Experimental
results and performance studies are provided in section 3. Section 4
concludes the paper.

2. METHODS

A block diagram of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1. The
proposed speech recognition procedure is divided into three main
tasks: (A) the recognition task, (B) the feature extraction task, and
(C) the IR scoring task.
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unigrams F, AO, R, M, AX, S, IY
bigrams F-AO, AO-R, R-M, M-AX, AX-S, S-IY
trigrams F-AO-R, AO-R-M, R-M-AX, M-AX-S, AX-S-IY
. . . . . .
7-grams F-AO-R-M-AX-S-IY

Table 2. Possible n-grams extracted from an instance of PHAR-
MACY fed through a phonetic recognition system.

The recognition task (A) provides the mapping from audio to
a string of acoustic units using an ASR engine. Different pronunci-
ation lexicons and language models can be used in the ASR engine
to produce recognition results with different levels of basic acoustic
unit. The details of the this task are described in section 2.1.

The feature extraction task (B) (summarized in section 2.2)
uses the acoustic units to produce features that may be useful for the
task. The features may be defined over the acoustic units themselves,
or in the case of sub-word or word units, the acoustic units may be
broken into their phonetic constituents before feature extractions.

The IR scoring task (C) consists of two options: vector space
model (VSM) based scoring or language model based scoring, which
are used to score the likelihood between a test query and each train-
ing document. The document with the highest score will be re-
trieved. These two schemes are described in details in section 2.3.

2.1. Recognition

The recognition task maps the audio into a sequence of acoustic
units. In this paper, the same acoustic model is used regardless of
the acoustic unit chosen. By pairing it with different pronunciation
lexicons and language models, recognition results are obtained at
different levels of basic acoustic units: phonetic recognition, multi-
phone recognition [8], and word recognition.

The parameters of this recognition component are summarized
in section 3. As the size of the acoustic units is increased from
phones to multi-phones to words, we expect the effective phonetic
error rate decreases. Unfortunately, this comes at the cost of larger
and more complex models. Also, the errors that remain are difficult
to correct. For example, when “PHARMACIES” is misrecognized
as ”MACY’S,” no subsequent processing can correct the error. Con-
versely, decreasing the size of the acoustic units will increase the
effective phonetic error rate. But, the IR engine may have a good
chance to recover from some errors as long as enough of the phones
are correctly recognized.

2.2. Feature Extraction

The output of the recognition task will be a sequence of phones,
multi-phones, or words. Features can be defined on this sequence,
or the acoustic units can be first mapped into an equivalent phonetic
string. Both approaches are tested in this paper.

The set of possible n-gram features on the recognition output
is essentially limitless. For example, Table 2 enumerates some of
the 28 possible n-gram units extracted from a single utterance. The
entire training set contains millions of such features. We explore
several different rules designed to select an appropriate subset of
these n-gram features from the training data.

2.2.1. Bigram Unit Features

Bigram units are useful in our experiments for several reasons. First,
the complete set of bigrams is not large: only about 1200 bigrams ex-
ist in the training data. Second, the bigram contains more sequencing
information than the unigram features, which helps to reduce the ef-
fective homophones introduced when we ignore feature order. Third,

when compared to longer units, they are more robust to recognition
errors. For example, perturbing a single phone will change two bi-
gram units in an utterance, but the same error will change three tri-
gram units.

2.2.2. MMI N-Gram Unit Features

For units where a sufficient amount of training data is available, we
compute the mutual information between the existence of that unit
in a training example and the word labels. We use I(u) = {0, 1} to
indicate the presence or absence of a sub-word unit u. The mutual
information between a unit u and all the words W in the training
data is given by:

MI(u,W ) =
∑
I(u)

∑
w∈W

P (I(u), w) log
P (I(u), w)

P (I(u))P (w)
. (1)

P (I(u), w), P (I(u)) and P (w) can all be estimated from counting
procedure in the training data. Then we can rank all the sub-word
units in training data based on the mutual information measure, and
select only the highest ranked units.

2.3. IR Scoring
The goal of IR scoring is to quickly find the training document that
most closely matches the testing query. The two scoring schemes,
vector space model based IR and language model based IR, are dis-
cussed separately.

2.3.1. Vector Space Model Based Scoring

The vector space model (VSM) lives in a high dimensional feature
space, where each dimension corresponds to one of the acoustic unit
features discussed in section 2.2. In this section, to be consistent
with the terminology used in IR, the acoustic unit feature will be
called a “term” and the listing will be called a “document.”

The essence of training the VSM is to construct a document vec-
tor for each document in the training data. This vector consists of
weights learned or calculated from the training data. In our work,
each training document represents a pool of examples that share the
same listing. Each test example is interpreted as a query, composed
of terms, which is also used to make a query vector.

The similarity between testing query q (with query vector vq

with elements vqk) and training document d (with document vector
vd with elements vdk) is given by their cosine similarity, a normal-
ized inner product of the corresponding vectors.

cos(vq,vd) =

∑
k

vqkvdk

|vq ||vd|
(2)

TF-IDF
One simple method of computing the document vectors directly from
the training examples is to use the popular TF-IDF formula from the
information retrieval field. This weighting can be computed directly
from counting examples in the training data as follows:

vjk =
fjk

mj

· (1 + log2(
n

nk

)), j = q, d. (3)

In (3),
fjk

mj
is the term frequency (TF), where fjk is the number of

times term k appears in query or document j and mj is the maximum
frequency of any term in the same query or document. 1+log2(

n
nk

)

is the inverse document frequency (IDF), where nk is the number
of training queries that contain term k and n is the total number of
training queries.

A N × K term-document matrix is then created with the TF-
IDF weighted training document vectors as its parameters. The rows
represent the N terms and the columns the K training documents.
The transpose of the term-document matrix is the routing matrix R
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with its row ri as the document vector. A query q is routed to the
document î with the highest cosine similarity score

document î = arg max
i

cos(vq, ri) (4)

Discriminative Training
The routing matrix could also be discriminatively trained based on
minimum classification error criterion using procedures similar to [9].
The discriminant function for document j and observed query vector
x is defined as the dot product of the model vector and query vector

gj(x, R) = rj · x =
∑

k

rkxk (5)

Given the correct target document for x is c, the misclassification
function is defined as

dc(x, R) = −gc(x, R) +

⎡
⎣ 1

K − 1

∑
i�=c,1≤i≤K

gi(x, R)η

⎤
⎦

1

η

(6)

Then the class loss function with L2 regularization is

lc(x,R) =
1

1 + exp−γdc+θ
+ λ

∑
i

‖ri‖
2
. (7)

The L2 regularization is used to prevent over-fitting the training data
and λ is set to be 100 in our experiments. All the other parameters
in (6) and (7) are set the same as in [9]. The batch gradient descent
algorithm with RProp [10] update is then used to search the optimum
weights in the routing matrix.

MCE training is useful to demonstrate the best possible param-
eters for a given set of terms. It is unlikely that any simple choice
of weighting function like TF-IDF will surpass the accuracy of an
MCE trained system.

2.3.2. Language Model Based Scoring

A language model defines a probability distribution over sequences
of symbols. Our language model based IR trains a language model
for each document, and then the scoring is based on the probability
of a training document d given a testing query q. The target correct
document d̂ for the query q can then be obtained:

document d̂ = arg max
d

P (d|q) = arg max
d

P (q|d)P (d). (8)

In (8), P (d) can be estimated by dividing the number of training
queries in document d by the number of all training queries. Assum-
ing the pronunciation of query q is p1, p2, · · · , pm, P (q|d) can then
be modeled by a n-gram language model:

P (q|d) =
∏

i

P (pi|pi−n+1, · · · , pi−1; d), (9)

where P (pi|pi−n+1, · · · , pi−1; d) can be estimated by counting pro-
cedure. It is possible that a many n-grams are rarely seen or unseen
in the training data, in which cases the counting would not give a
reasonable estimate of the probability. In our experiments, Witten-
Bell [11] smoothing scheme was used to calculate the discounted
probability, which is able to smooth the probability of seen n-grams
and assign some probability for the unseen n-grams.

3. EXPERIMENTS

The system is evaluated on a subset of the Windows Live Search
for Mobile voice search task [12]. This data was divided into train-
ing(505994 utterances) and test(3621 utterances) partitions, and there
are no out-of-vocabulary words in the test set. Each utterance in the
data is a single voice query of business listing information. Experi-
ments in this paper are restricted to using the “Top 1000” subset of
the complete data. This data consists of those utterances correspond-
ing to the one thousand most popular queries in the training data. By

h

Recognition Type Features(model) Accuracy
1gram-LM 65.9%

Language 2gram-LM 77.9%
Model 3gram-LM 79.0%

Phonetic (LM) 4gram-LM 79.5%
Recognizer Scoring 5gram-LM 79.2%

+ IR bigrams + TF-IDF 71.3%
VSM bigrams + MCE-DT 82.4%

Scoring MMI ngrams + TF-IDF 71.6%
MMI ngrams + MCE-DT 83.3%

Table 3. Results from proposed system using phonetic recognizer
for pronunciation recognition.

running experiments on this subset, we are able to reduce the com-
plexity of our model while still training on a significant amount of
data. Because these top 1000 queries contain some homophones, we
consider only 981 unique listings.

The same acoustic model used for all experiements in this pa-
per. It contains 27760 diagonal Gaussian components that are shared
among 863 states, which are in turn shared by 2612 hidden Markov
models (HMM). These HMM model the context-dependent versions
of 40 phone units, as well as 2 silence models and 3 garbage models.

This acoustic model can be paired with different pronunciation
lexicons and language models to produce recognition results at dif-
ferent levels of pronunciation constraints, namely: phonetic recogni-
tion, multi-phone recognition, word recognition. In all these recog-
nition systems, trigram language model is used. There are about 46
phone, 4.6k multi-phone and 65k word 1-grams.

3.1. Phonetic Recognition

Since the phonetic recognition is the most lightweight recognition
task, it is the most attractive first stage of the system. Table 3 sum-
marizes several experiments that use units drawn from the phonetic
recognition system. We tested two styles of scoring the phonetic
strings: a language model, and a vector space model .

For the first experiment, we used the language model based scor-
ing to test the accuracy potentials when using phonetic recognition,
where the language models were made by use of CMU SLM Toolkit
[13]. We tested language models with order from 1gram to 5gram.
The high order ngram is sparser than expected. For instance, the 4-
grams in the training queries of the word ”PHARMACY” only cov-
ers around 0.025% of all possible 4-grams. From the results shown
in Table 3, 4gram LM acts best which proves that high order ngrams
are useful for the task. The results of accuracy around 80% verifies
that the units drawn from phonetic recognition contain certain useful
information for our task.

We then did some experiments using vector space model based
scoring to further test our proposed IR system. For the first two
experiments, we used the complete set of bigram features for the IR
system. TF-IDF feature weighting of the routing matrix (bigrams+TF-
IDF) yielded only 71.3% accuracy. With the MCE discriminative
training of the routing matrix (bigrams+MCE-DT), the accuracy can
be greatly improved to be 82.4%. For the third experiment, the
50000 highest ranked MMI units are selected as features for the
IR system, TF-IDF feature weighting of the routing matrix (MMI
ngrams+TF-IDF) still yielded only 71.6% accuracy. Furthermore,
MCE discriminative training is used on the routing matrix (MMI
ngrams+MCE-DT). Even then, the accuracy increases to only 83.3%.

These results indicate that, although phonetic recognition may
contain enough information to produce a good n-best list to be fur-
ther processed [5], it is too noisy for a first-pass recognition.
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Recognition Type Features(model) Accuracy
Language 2gram 90.1%

Multi-phone Model 3gram 90.5%
Recognizer Scoring 4gram 90.4%

+ IR VSM multi-phone + TF-IDF 88.2%
Scoring multi-phone + MCE DT 91.0%

Table 4. Results from proposed system using phonetic recognizer
for pronunciation recognition.

3.2. Multi-phone Recognition
Since phonetic recognition seems to be too noisy, we add some con-
straints to the recognition system and multi-phone units are chosen
as the acoustic units in our proposed system. These multi-phone
units are sub-word units that usually contains 3 to 4 phones. Table 4
demonstrates the behavior of using the multi-phone units as IR fea-
tures. To compare with the phonetic recognizer, firstly we mapped
the multi-phone units into their corresponding phones and used the
language model based scoring. The over 90% accuracy indicates
that the multi-phone recognition is much less noisy than the phone
recognition. So we tried to directly use those multi-phone units as
the acoustic unit features of our proposed vector space model based
IR system. The 88.2% of accuracy by using the TF-IDF weighting
can be improved to 91.0% with the MCE discriminative training.

3.3. Adding Constraints to the Recognizer

In this section, we compare three levels of constraints in the recog-
nition system. In addition to the phonetic and multi-phone recog-
nition results already discussed, we also constrain the recognizer to
output only valid word units according to a fixed dictionary and lan-
guage model. In all of these systems, the longer units were mapped
into their corresponding phones before extracting features for the IR
system. Table 5 shows the results using these three different de-
coding units in the proposed system. Three different feature and
model setup are compared, including VSM scoring with bigram fea-
tures combining either TF-IDF weighting or MCE DT training of the
routing matrix, and LM scoring with best choice of ngram order.

Using word recognition, there is little benefit for using MCE-DT
compared to TF-IDF in VSM based scoring, and little difference is
observed between VSM and LM based scoring. This indicates that
the errors from word recognizer are difficult to correct.

The best accuracy is achieved using multi-phone recognition.
We believe the multi-phone units strike a good compromise between
performing phone and word recognition.

It is useful to compare two different HMM baselines in this
task: word recognition, and utterance classification. In the conven-
tional word based HMM based recognition, the full vocabulary and
language model is used, and achieves an accuracy of 86.6%. But,
because the IR system is essentially performing classification, we
should also compare to an HMM based classifier. The utterance clas-
sification system uses the same acoustic model and pronunciation
dictionary as the word recognition system, but its output is restricted
to be one of the 981 unique listings. Because utterance classification
is easier than word recognition, this system reaches 90.3% accuracy.

In all our experiments, the multi-phone recognizer leads to the
best system which has 12% fewer errors than the comparable HMM
classifier, and even using an inexpensive IR weighting scheme (TF-
IDF) yields a 3% relative error rate reduction.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a new speech recognition system. The integration of
information retrieval techniques in this system provides a flexible

Recognition Unit
Features(model) Phone Multi-phone Word
bigram+TF-IDF(VSM) 71.3% 90.6% 87.6%
bigram+MCE DT(VSM) 82.4% 91.4% 87.9%
best ngram(LM) 79.5% 90.5% 88.2%

Table 5. Results of recognition accuracy from proposed system us-
ing three different units for recognition.

pronunciation modeling for the ASR. The proposed system is able
to outperform a traditional HMM based ASR system.
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